
MF-200B Balanced On-ear Headphones
Audiophile Grade Balanced On-Ear Headphones

The MF-200B on-ear headphones 
are a premium design, made from 
premium materials. They have 
a micro vented, inert enclosure, 
specially selected and paired 
40mm drivers, and powerful 
neodymium magnets.

The MF-200B has been specifically 
modified for balanced audio, with 
separate wired inputs into each ear 
cup, a thicker and better-insulated 
cable, and a 4-pin locking, 
balanced connector. They offer the 
accurate, faithful and transparent 
reproduction of the original 
recording that is the hallmark of all 
Musical Fidelity models, but with 
the added benefit of the smoother, 
more natural yet faster and tighter 
sound that is synonymous with 
balanced audio.

The MF-200B headphones are ideal 
partners for the V90-BHA balanced 
headphone amplifier.

The MF-200B is truly luxurious, with 
beautifully machined and polished 
metal, soft-touch leather and a 
high quality finish throughout. It 
has the Musical Fidelity signature 
feature of subtle earpiece colour 
coding to give instant recognition 
of left and right channels. It also 
features a tough, anti-tangle, 
rubberised cable and a choice of 
either padded leather or alcantara 
suede, interchangeable, ear pads 
with memory foam insert specially 
selected for both its acoustic 
properties and comfort.

The earpieces can be folded when 
not in use, making the MF-200B easy 
to store in the included suede-
effect carry bag.

The balanced headphone 
connector between the MF-200B 
and V90-BHA is much larger than 
standard headphone jack, while 
its four-pin connection and locking 
mechanism allow for a better, more 
secure connection. 

MF-200B In Brief

• Specially modified for  
balanced audio

• Separate wired inputs into  
each ear cup, thicker and  
better-insulated cable

•  Four-pin, locking, balanced 
connector is larger than a 
standard jack for better, more 
secure connection

• Technical excellence: 
impedance: 64ohm +/-10%, 
sensitivity: 99dB +/-3dB,  
maximum input power: 30mW,  
rated power: 10mW

• Frequency range: 20Hz ~ 20KHz

• Premium design made of 
premium materials

• Ideal partner for the V90-BHA 
balanced headphone amplifier



MF-200B BALANCED ON-EAR HEADPHONES

Impedance: 64ohm +/-10%

Sensitivity: 99dB +/-3dB

Max. Input Power: 30mW

Rated Power: 10mW

Frequency Range: 20Hz ~ 20KHz

Cable Length: 1.3m +/-5%

Driver Dimension: 41mm Dynamic Type

Plug Type: 4 pin locking connector

SPECIFICATION
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